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As I serve at the cafeteria during lunch, I see students of different nationalities, religions,

and genders having fun, sharing tables, and interacting with each other. And I think to myself

how great it would be if this is happening throughout the United States. It may seem impossible

to achieve unity because of our differences, but these differences will bind us if we try to

understand and appreciate them. The theme of this year’s National Hispanic Heritage Month,

“Unidos: Inclusivity for a Stronger Nation,” does not only focus on one history; it is more of a

message about acceptance across nationalities, social statuses, cultures, and beliefs.

In 2019, I was fortunate enough to represent the Philippines as an exchange student in

the United States. The main goal of the Kennedy-Lugar Youth Exchange and Study program is

to make Americans erase their stereotypes toward Muslims and embrace different cultures.

Initially, It was hard to feel a sense of belongingness, but I tried to express my need to fit in my

environment. The people around me understood my situation and made an effort to make me

feel that I am not different from them. The students and teachers of Central High School

welcomed me to their community. They let me participate in clubs like the debate and robotics

teams, even if I had little knowledge about them.

During my stay in the United States, I noticed two factors that make inclusivity

successful. These factors are communication and understanding. Communication helps

marginalized groups get their message across. With strong communication, inclusivity would not

only give equal possibilities to people. It will also provide appropriate or enjoyable opportunities

to individuals. Understanding is also vital in achieving an inclusive nation. If people understand

the situation of individuals in the marginalized sector, they will also understand why institutions

like the government encourage minorities to engage in group or societal endeavors.

Communication and understanding emphasize the thoughtful cause of inclusivity.

This year’s National Hispanic Heritage month conveys the importance of appreciating

the diversity in the United States. The differences between the people in this nation in terms of

distinct backgrounds seem overwhelming, but with inclusivity, communities would be motivated



to strive for unity. For a country to thrive, its principles must revolve around cooperation,

understanding, and acceptance. From my perspective as an exchange student to a cafeteria

server, I believe that the citizens of this nation can embody these principles as long as the

essence of inclusivity and unity is consistently exhibited in events like the National Hispanic

Heritage Month.


